
There is a single reference point of fundamental significance in the universein defining and determining the laws and phenomena of nature! Theelementary laws of physics just happen to apply correctly only when definedwith respect to that point!Natural laws and phenomena are ultimately simple, elementary and universal.
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AbstractThe problem of reference frames was a long standing one which existed and wasconfusing for hundreds of years since the time of Galileo, until the ‘solution‘ providedby Einstein. However, the whole theory of relativity is considered invalid in this paperand my other paper1 in which I have attempted to show that the speed of light isconstant only relative to its source and that the whole relativity theory is based on amistake made by Maxwell in his assumptions about ‘free’ space. Relativity theory gaveno explanation as to why planetary orbits are non-circular. Even the explanations givenby general relativity on bending of light near the sun and Mercury perihelion advanceare based on the estimated mass of the sun , which I have shown in my other paper2 tobe overestimated. The problems of non- circular orbits and perihelion advance arefundamental ones connected to the long standing problem of reference frames.Therefore, the problem of reference frames is still an unsolved problem. This paperhopefully provides the ultimate solution. There is an absolute reference point in theuniverse with respect to which nature defines and determines its simple, elementaryand universal laws and phenomena. The laws of physics (Newton’s laws) have beenimplicitly defined with respect to reference frames that are fixed to and moving with thesystems to which they are to be applied. Newton’s laws never correctly (exactly)predicted the phenomena of nature, such as non –circular planetary orbits and Mercuryperihelion advance. The fundamental reason is that those elementary Newton’s lawswere not defined with respect to the absolute reference point. Nature defines anddetermines its laws and phenomena with respect to that absolute reference point,where as Newton’s laws are implicitly defined with respect to reference frames fixed toand moving with natural systems to which they are to be applied. Ideally, the problemwas that Newton formulated his laws which he never observed (exactly) happenphysically. He never observed circular orbits, but he formulated laws implying circularorbits. Ideally, he should have stated the reference frame with respect to which his laws



are defined AND observed exactly as formulated. All correct laws of physics shouldpredict natural phenomena correctly if they are to be considered correct. The absolutereference point is what it is (an absolute reference) because it just happens that the lawsof physics happen to be simple, elementary, universal and be able to predict naturalphenomena correctly only when they are defined with respect to that point. Newton’slaws can predict planetary orbits correctly only if they are redefined with respect to theabsolute reference point. The reference frame of the observer has no fundamental role.The problem of orbit prediction should be solved in an absolute reference frame, andthe results transformed to the reference frame of the observer. Can we discover theabsolute reference point in the universe? Theoretically, yes.IntroductionThe problem of reference frames was a long standing problem which existed and wasconfusing for hundreds of years since the time of Galileo, until the ‘solution‘ provided byEinstein. However, the whole theory of relativity rests on the constancy of the speed oflight for all observers, which I have attempted to show this to be wrong in my otherpaper. Relativity is a theory based on Maxwell’s mistake in his assumptions about ‘free’space, according to that paper. Fundamentally, the theory of relativity lacks an intuitiveelement. A correct theory of nature should ultimately be understandable intuitively,even if it seemed unintuitive at first. Quantum mechanics is an example of a theorywhich seems unintuitive at first and becomes intuitive gradually (at least to somepeople). A correct theory of nature has to fulfill both (at least one) of two criteria:1. It should ultimately be understandable intuitively2. There should be observations supporting it.The theory of relativity fails to fulfill both of these criteria. No one has understood thetheory of relativity intuitively in the long time of one hundred years since its initialformulation. If anybody did, he/she would have explained it to us intuitively.Now we will go one hundred years back and look at the problem of reference frameswith a fresh view, from an entirely new perspective. Hopefully this paper will providethe ultimate solution to the problem.DiscussionsThere is an absolute reference point in the universe, with respect to which all thesimple, elementary, universal and fundamental laws of nature and phenomena of natureare defined and determined. Nature defines its laws and determines its phenomenawith respect to that point. All other reference points (frames) have no significance indefining and determining the laws and phenomena of nature. Why is that point the‘preferred’ absolute reference point? No, it is not preferred arbitrarily, but it justhappens that the simple, elementary, fundamental, universal laws of physics can beapplied to correctly predict natural phenomena only when they are defined with respectto that absolute reference point in the universe.. We can formulate and observe, observe



and formulate simple, elementary, and universal laws of physics (of nature) only if theyare defined with respect to the absolute reference point and only in natural systems atabsolute rest at the absolute reference point.Why are we not observing circular orbits in the solar system as predicted by Newton’slaws? This is connected with the way laws in physics are formulated. Ideally, howshould a law of nature be formulated? Fundamentally, the laws of nature should beformulated as they are observed (happened) and observed as they are formulated.Newton formulated laws which he never observed happen. Newton never observed hislaws apply in their elementary forms in the earth’s reference frame. He never sawcircular orbits. Thus, ideally, he should have followed the principle: formulate asobserved and observe as formulated. On the other hand if Newton tried to formulatewhat he was observing in the solar system (non-circular orbits), as stated in the aboveprinciple, he wouldn’t be able to observe and formulate, formulate and observe thoseelementary, fundamental and universal laws, because what he was actually observingwas the distorted, transformed and complex forms of nature (non-circular orbits).Therefore, ideally, he should have physically explored the universe and tried toformulate what he observed and observe what he formulated from every point in theuniverse, until he observed (and formulated) nature (and its laws) in its easy,elementary, fundamental and universal forms. This would happen at the absolutereference point in the universe. Then he would have defined his laws with respect tothis absolute reference point.Nature defines its simple, elementary, fundamental, universal laws and determines itsphenomena with respect to a single reference point in the universe. Therefore thefundamental problem was that the laws of nature had an absolute reference point,whereas the laws of physics did not have any explicitly stated reference point withrespect to which they should be defined and applied to predict natural phenomenacorrectly. Implicitly the reference point of the laws of physics were (are) always fixedand moving with the system to be observed. Therefore, the laws of physics could notcorrectly predict the phenomena of nature. This is why Newton’s laws fail to correctlypredict the shape of planetary orbits in the solar system’s frame of reference. Thismeans that Newton’s laws are not complete because a law will be correct and completeonly when it predicts natural phenomena correctly. Therefore, Newton’s laws should becorrected so that they include the frame of reference with respect to which they aredefined: an absolute reference frame fixed to the absolute reference point. Only then canNewton’s laws correctly predict natural phenomena.The simple, elementary and universal Newton’s laws can only be formulated ANDobserved AND applied to correctly predict natural phenomena only when they aredefined with respect to the absolute reference point.



An elementary, universal law of physics is not complete without clearstatement of a physical reference point (frame) with respect to which it isdefined: the absolute reference point.For example, Newton’s laws are not complete because they do not specify the frame ofreference with respect to which they are defined. Thus once a (simple, elementary) lawof physics is formulated with respect to a reference point (frame), it should be tested ifit is correct with respect to that reference point.Elementary, universal, fundamental laws of physics can only be defined withrespect to  the absolute reference point, whereas non-elementary , complex,and local laws can be defined with respect to the reference frames of thesystems to which they are to be applied .For example, what kind of law of motion of the moon can one formulate in the referenceframe of the earth. It would be complex, local (non-universal) because the moon’s orbitis not simple (not circular). If one is to formulate the law governing the motion of themoon around the earth in the reference frame of the earth, all he/she can do is todescribe the mathematical expression of the orbit. Therefore it would be specific (nonuniversal) and cannot be used to predict phenomena even for slightly different cases.The formulation of theories starts with observation of natural phenomena in our localspaces. Always the phenomena will not be in their simple, elementary forms (as far aswe they are not happening in natural systems which are not at absolute rest). However,we simplify the problem by ignoring the distortions. For example, Newton ignored thenon-circular shape of orbits and assumed them to be circular. Then we formulate lawsthat govern those simplified phenomena. These laws would be elementary anduniversal. But can we apply these laws to our reference frames to predict naturalphenomena with accuracy? No. Those elementary laws can only be defined with respectto the absolute reference frame if they are to predict all natural phenomena (to whichthey apply) exactly.
Fundamentally, the laws of nature should be formulated as they areobserved (happened) and observed as they are formulatedFundamentally, the laws of nature should be formulated as they are observed(happened) and observed as they are formulated.  In general, this means that a lawformulated as observed in the reference frame of one natural system (e.g a solar systemat absolute rest) cannot be applied in the reference frame of another natural system (e.gour solar system) with a different state of absolute motion and absolute position.  Topredict phenomena in the second natural system there would be two options:  1. Toapply the laws of the first natural system (in the reference frame reference of the first



natural system, with respect to which they were defined) to the second natural systemand transforming the result to predict what an observer in the frame of reference of thesecond natural system would observe. OR 2. To formulate for the second naturalsystem its own laws, as observed (in its own frame of reference). But the elementarylaws of nature can only be observed and formulated in their simple, elementary anduniversal forms only in natural systems at absolute rest at the absolute reference point .Thus, we conclude that all natural phenomena can be explained and predicted correctlyand easily in terms of the (elementary) laws of nature that are defined with respect tothe absolute reference point (frame).Newton’s laws are not laws to be applied in the reference frame of our solar systembecause our solar system is not at absolute rest. If the solar system was at absolute rest,the planetary orbits would be circular. Therefore, we cannot apply Newton’s laws in thereference frame of our solar system to determine the planetary orbits around the sun.Then how can we determine the planetary orbits of our solar system by using theelementary Newton’s laws? We solve the problem by applying Newton’s laws (whichare redefined with respect to the absolute reference frame ). After solving the problemin the absolute reference frame we can easily determine what size and shape of orbitsan observer in the solar system (or any observer) would observe by simplemathematical transformations.Therefore, the problem of predicting the orbits in the solar system or any phenomena inany natural system should be solved by applying the simple, elementary laws of naturethat are defined with respect to the absolute reference point.Nature and its laws are ultimately simple and elementary. Nature happens tobe in its simple, elementary form only in natural systems that are at rest atthe absolute reference point in the universe, and complex and distorted innatural systems in absolute state of motion (and position).How should laws of physics be formulated normally ? We physically observe naturalphenomena in our local spaces. Then we try to formulate laws governing thosephenomena. The formulated laws should exactly explain and predict naturalphenomena. If the law doesn’t correctly explain and predict those phenomena, then thatlaw is not considered a correct law of nature. But natural systems always exist (exceptthose in an absolute reference frame) in their complex forms so that it will be difficult toformulate simple laws governing them (e. g non-circular orbits, and non spherical sun).So do we conclude that nature is too complex to be formulated by simple laws? No.Nature and its laws are ultimately simple and elementary. So what we are observingshould be distorted (complex) forms of those simple forms.Nature and its laws are ultimately simple and elementary. And nature in its simple andelementary form exists only in natural systems that are at rest at the absolute referencepoint. Nature and its laws becomes complex in natural systems (when observed from all



reference frames) that are at absolute state of motion. Therefore, ideally, theelementary laws of physics should be formulated by observing natural systems that areat rest at the absolute reference point in the universe. It would be easy to formulateNewton’s law of gravitation if one observes a solar system at rest at the absolutereference point.Therefore, ideally, when searching for the ultimate laws of nature we should alwayslook if we are observing nature in its simple, elementary and universal forms.In the last topics we discussed that we can predict natural phenomena correctly only byapplying the laws of nature (that are defined with respect to the absolute referenceframe). For example, we can only predict the non circular orbits around the sun only byapplying Newton’s laws as defined with respect to the absolute reference point. What isdiscussed in the present topic is that the results obtained with respect to the absolutereference point will be complex and distorted from elementary forms, even though theyare correct, due to the absolute motion of the natural system. Therefore, an observer inthe reference frame of an absolutely moving natural system (and all observers in allreference frames) would observe the complex non-circular orbital shapes and nonspherical shape of the sun.All observers in all reference frames will basically predict (observe) the same shape ofthe planetary orbits, because all of them apply the laws of nature which are defined withrespect to an absolute reference frame. Therefore, the reference frame of the observerhas no fundamental role. Here, ‘observe’ can also be taken to mean ‘predict’. All of themwill predict the same specific shape (the same mathematical expression for the orbit).The simple, fundamental, elementary, and universal laws of nature will happen only innatural systems that are at rest at the absolute reference point.Distortion of the elementary laws and phenomena in natural systems inabsolute motionTheoretically the distortion of those elementary laws of the universe is caused by theabsolute motion and by the absolute position of the system (e. g the solar system). Bothabsolute motion (velocity and acceleration) and absolute position cause the distortion(transformation) of those elementary laws in different extents and forms. The effect ofabsolute motion might be more pronounced than the effect of absolute position. Thismeans that, theoretically, the shape of the sun and the planetary orbits may be distortedby absolute motion and by absolute position (the effect of position is due to nonsymmetrical gravity in all other points other than the center of the universe) of the solarsystem. Therefore it is possible to estimate the state of absolute motion of naturalsystems by observing the form and extent of distortion of the simple and elementarylaws and phenomena of nature in that system.



It is not the absolute motion of the observer that distorts those elementary laws andphenomena. It is the absolute motion of the systems (e. g the solar system) that distortsthose elementary laws.But what do we mean by simple, elementary forms of nature (phenomena) and its laws?For example, if one observes the non-circular orbits of planets, he/she will certainly askwhy it is non-circular; non-circular shape is not a direct consequence of the elementarylaws of nature. Non-symmetry is also not a direct consequence of the elementary lawsof nature. And he/she will certainly ask why the shape of the sun is non-spherical. Eventhe smallest observable deviation from the sphere, other than that can be accounted tothe non symmetrical distribution of planets around it, will invoke a question. If oneobserves the universe as different in different directions, with galaxies receding awayfrom him when looking in one direction but approaching him in another direction, thisnon-symmetry will invoke a question. Nature and the laws of nature are in their simple,elementary forms when they do not invoke any question in the observer, i. e when theyare ultimately accepted as postulates: at the absolute reference point or the center ofthe universe. For example, it is only a postulate that the planetary orbits will be circularif the solar system is at absolute rest.Can we theoretically discover the absolute reference point in the universe?Or can we know our absolute state of motion?Theoretically, yes. Imagine that we can control the speed and direction of motion of thesolar system. Theoretically we can accelerate, decelerate, change directions. Then wecontinuously check the shape of the planetary orbits. Then at the state in which theshape of planetary orbits happen to be circular and the shape of the sun becomesspherical, the solar system is known to be at absolute rest. Going to the absolutereference point (the center) of the universe is also theoretically possible, for example byfollowing non local gravity. In my other paper2 the universe has a center away fromwhich all non-local gravitational forces in the universe are directed.Example of absolute problemsFor example, let us see the problem of determining what load (force) is being carriedby a mechanical structure shown below. Imagine a 100 Kg object is carried by thestructure fixed on the earth’s surface. What absolute load is being carried by thestructure, assuming that the earth is accelerating with absolute value aabs in the direction

shown (ignore the gravitational force in the universe and also the rotation of the earth for
simplicity).



The above figure is not drawn to proportion.Assume the vertical column has no mass to simplify the problem. According to ourknowledge in physics so far, the load carried by the beam ism*g =100*9.81 = 981 Newtons, regardless of the absolute acceleration of the earth inspace.According to the theory presented in this paper, however, the above calculation wouldbe correct only if the earth was at absolute rest at the absolute reference point(assuming that the value of g is 9.81 m/s2 at that point too, to simplify the problem). Inthe above example, however, the earth is in absolute acceleration. So the abovecalculation is fundamentally wrong.   The correct calculation would be:F= m*g + m* aabs = m* (g + aabs) = 100*(9.81 + aabs)Therefore, the absolute load carried by the vertical structure is greater than thatcalculated according to our knowledge so far.In the above example we assumed a mass of 100 Kg. But how can we determine thevalue of mass accurately. It is known that we use standards of mass to measure mass.How do we normally measure mass? We actually do not measure mass directly, wemeasure the weight of an object and divide it by 9.81. Our instruments effectively do thesame thing. Suppose that you have measured the mass of an object to be 100Kg at onetime by a weighing instrument. Suppose that, again you measure the mass of the sameobject, but this time the absolute acceleration of the earth in space has changed from theprevious value. Therefore, you are going to get different values of mass at differenttimes. So what is the most reliable way of measuring mass. According to the theory
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presented in my other paper, the force of gravity is zero at the center of the universeand an object put at that point is at absolute rest. Therefore we can measure massreliably only at that point and get repeated results only at that point, theoretically. Howcan we measure mass at the center of the universe where there is no gravity?Theoretically by the law, F=ma, for example by rotating the mass with a specified speedabout an axis and measuring extension of a spring, as shown below.

The other alternative is to measure weight with a weighing instrument and subtract theforce due to the absolute acceleration of the earth, provided that we know it. Supposewe have a standard mass measured at the center of the universe, brought back to earth,then we measure the value of the earth’s absolute acceleration at any time using thatstandard mass, and then use this value of earth’s absolute acceleration to measure andcalculate the value of other masses.Therefore, the absolute (even relative) values of forces and masses we measured at onetime can change due to a change in an absolute acceleration of the earth.The above argument was presented for its theoretical significance only, not for itspractical significance, which is not in the scope of this paper.The non zero absolute values of position, velocity and acceleration can theoreticallyaffect measured values of mass on our earth. What about length and time? Lengthdoesn’t seem to be affected because a measuring stick will not be compressed orexpanded to any significant extent by the forces of acceleration and gravity. Time alsowill not be significantly affected, for electronic clocks. For mechanical clocks thatoperate on gravity, they may be affected if the solar system went to a position ofstronger gravitational field.Therefore standards of measurements for time and mass are reliable if set at the centerof the universe.
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ConclusionsThe key problem why presence of an absolute reference point in the universe has neverbeen accepted or predicted was that the extremely subtle nature of the problem :“Why should any point in the universe be the ‘preferred’ absolute reference point ? Whynot any other point?” The problem is extremely subtle because the answer lies in thequestion itself. The key idea in this paper is:The absolute reference point is what it is (an absolute reference) because theelementary laws of physics just happen to predict natural phenomena correctly onlywhen they are defined with respect to that point.Newton’s laws explain natural phenomena (e. g planetary orbits) only approximatelyand not exactly in our frame of reference. The problem was not because the lawsthemselves were incorrect, but because of being defined implicitly with respect to thewrong reference frames.We can compute planetary orbits correctly by redefining Newton’s laws with respect tothe absolute reference point. But this requires measurement of the absolute motion(velocity and acceleration)and absolute position of the solar system in space. But wecan’t know our absolute motion and position directly because we don’t know yet thelocation of the absolute reference point.  So we follow the reverse approach. Weprepare a mathematical model in terms of the masses, the absolute position, absolutevelocity and absolute acceleration of the solar system for the orbits and by starting fromthe actual measured sizes and shapes of the orbits, we might work backwards toestimate our absolute velocity and position in space and determine the physical locationof the absolute reference point in the universe.
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